Escape mechanisms of melanoma from immune system by soluble melanoma antigen.
We demonstrate in the B16 melanoma (C57BL/6 derived) system that the soluble form of tumor Ag preferentially suppresses immune responses 1) by inhibiting CTL activity in the effector phase and 2) by induction of specific Ts that block CTL generation in the induction phase. Soluble melanoma antigen Ag injected i.p. into the tumor-bearing host can effectively augment melanoma growth in vivo. Two T cell types with the L3T4+ or double-negative/I-J+ phenotype are involved in the suppression of anti-melanoma CTL responses and can easily be generated in the in vitro primary 12 h-culture. Anti-melanoma Ts recognizes the GM3(NeuAc) structure and distinguishes GM3 molecular species. This is because liposomes constructed with GM3(NeuAc) but not with GM3(NeuGc) gangliosides alone can effectively induce the melanoma-specific Ts. It is thus likely that tumor cells can escape from the immunologic surveillance system by stimulating the repertoire of Ts for self-Ag, GM3, which has existed even in the unprimed conditions in order to maintain self-tolerance. These would appear to be the major escape mechanisms.